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October Seminar 

Modifications, Scaling and 
Progressions  

10.26.22 6pm - 7pm 

November Seminar 

TBA Topic 

11.16.22 

 
 
 
 
 
 
MCF Upcoming 
Calendar 

Tuesday’s 5:30pm Barbell 

Thursday’s 5:30pm Mobility  

Oct. 31 Pumpkin Partner WOD  

Nov. 4th-6th BOMC 

OCTOBER NEWSLETTER 
Seminars | Why Should You Attend | Lesley Price

Seminars 
Seminars are back! We took a planned break this summer; 

so, you guys could focus mostly on soaking up the sun ☀ . 

Now that the fall is here, we’re back in our normal seminar 

swing. We host seminars once a month January - April and 

October - November. We vary the content of these seminars 

based on up-to-date research and education, needs relevant 

to our gym population and requests, and skills and drills 

that will make us all better athletes. You’re never too old to 

learn something new; so, challenge yourself with 

committing to attending these seminars. Also, we don’t 

charge for the seminars even if we’re paying for a speaker to 

be here and share valuable education or skills with you. It’s 
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truly difficult now to find additional learning opportunities 

without a financial investment; so, make the most of your 

membership and take advantage of what we are offering! 

Our first seminar back is called: Modifications, Scaling 

and Progressions. This seminar will encompass discussion 

and demonstration about how CrossFit is infinitely 

scaleable. In light of it being designed to meet each 

individual where they’re at in their fitness journey, it has 

scaling for things like many different ailments, injuries, 

pregnancy and other various limitations. In our last survey, 

several of you mentioned requests for more scaling 

options and were curious about who was certified to be 

writing such modifications for those that fit the scaling/

modifying criteria. So, in the seminar, we are covering 

scaling and foundational progression movements. Our 

coaches have certifications that qualify them to make 

them a great resource for your needs and we will always 

refer to someone else if there's something outside our 

scope of practice. Many of you already have modifications 

you always use to scale movements you can’t do yet, but 

let’s add some more variety! Everyone’s goals are unique 

here at the gym, but working the same good mechanics 

and progressions will allow one person to work toward a 

pull-up while another works to a muscle-up.  

We believe that better people make better athletes; so, if 

you want to improve in the gym, join us for the monthly 

seminars. This is one way our team works to make this 

more than a gym with the hopes that you will participate, 

apply, and grow internally as an individual. We also believe 

that the best communities that are the most effective are 

made of a team oriented group of individuals pursuing 

personal growth for the good of the community/team. So, 

we want to give every opportunity that the gym is capable 

of for that process to continue in our community. If there 

are topics that you believe would benefit our community, 

please let me know and we’ll see if we can cover that topic!  
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Announcing the MCF Journal!  

As we’ve said many times before, we are more than a gym. What you do 
during your hour in the gym is intended to drastically impact and 
improve the 23 hours outside of the gym. This journal contains resources 
to help you accomplish growth and progress in every area of life. The 
journal will be updated weekly with content. Check it out, ask questions, 
and share your thoughts with us. 

CONTENT

Check out our suggested podcast content for this month! HIGHLIGHTED 
CONTENT 

Colin O-Brady on 
Crossing 
Antartica Solo - 
Chasing 
Excellence  

 
Benchmark: 10 
Principles of 
Training 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000580784926
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000580784926
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000580784926
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000580784926
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000580784926
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000567250553
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000567250553
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/chasing-excellence/id1170629044?i=1000567250553
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